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REMEMBRANCE 0F THINKS pact
Kathy Kay

'FRI March '2 at™
Avenue Theatre,
2650 San Bruno Ave

15pm
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SAT 3

SUN March 4 at 3:00pm
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SUN March 11

^^mjmsmi Kathy Hearty
BY APPOINTMENT
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CULT ENCOUNTERS (cont)
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We propose the following general itinerary for a weekend this
spring: We arrive at Giant Rock, by whatever means of transportation we
work out, by Saturday at noon. We talk with the people there, and view
the Integratron. (We have permission at this time to take a party of SF3C
into Giant Rock). As evening comes on, we will journey a few miles away
to an even more remote part of the desert, near what is claimed by locals
to be an Indian religious site, where we will camp for the nieht. Sunday
morning we will depart and head back north.

We obviously cannot promise anyone a siting, and we really
can' x promise that the people and facilities at Giant Rock will be worth
the 500 mile journey for everyone that decides to go. However, we do
guarantee that the desert will be a remarkable and powerful experience,
particularly for those who have not encountered it at close hand before.

If this potential event interests you, please call Mark of
Maggie at 6^8-37^2. If there is enough interest, say at least half a
dozen people, we will get together and plan the event. Also, we have
some material on Giant Rock at the house, including tape recorded messages
from supposed space people to the people at Giant Rock, which you are
welcome to come over and check out.
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LET'S DO IT AGAIN!
Anyone who is a Member of the Suicide Club and wishes to purchase a T-shirt,

please give your name, address, phone //, size (S, M, L, or X-L) ,. colour preference

(red or black) and $ 3.50 in cash to Sandy Hutchins, 1323 11th Ave ST 94122 by

Wed Feb 28 .

**Mel Pinney—your shirt is on the way *m

**Terry Lattimore—or anyone knowing how to reach her—pleaso call me.

TREASURER RETIRES
Barbara Vincent, treasurer as of the last Nooseletter, has resigned, tier successor

is the dashing, inimitable Jayson Wechter. We at the Nooseletter were cheered and

inspired by her presence.
Send future financial corresponance to Jayson, % Box 7734, SF 94120.

PUBLIC NOTICE OF APOLOGY

For some time I've felt the need toexonerate myself from Peter Field's reproachful

gaze. You see, I didn't realize how much I screwed him up on the Midnight Carnival.

Peter, in full view of everyone else, I'm sorry. This apology has been a long time in

coming , but its here. -Pierre


